
Modern organisations demand flexibility, highlighting the need for a smarter way to
connect their workforce with IT essentials whenever they are needed. 

iLockerz allows teams to collect and return devices to a single storage location at their
convenience, minimising the pressure on busy ITSM operations.

Each individual locker can
accommodate multiple use needs,
also allowing IT and admin teams to
easily track any device in real-time.

tellmemore@iLockerz.com

Station Rd | Birmingham | B65 0JY

0121 270 6153

Contact Us:

iLockerz locker systems provide an
intuitive and secure solution for
making essential devices accessible to
those who need them 24/7, 365 days
of the year. 

Reactive IT Asset Loading

Available locker compartments are loaded
with available IT assets and a PIN code is
created for the collection of that device

INTELLIGENT
LOCKER SOLUTIONS
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Pre-Emptive IT Asset Loading

Employee requests new device and IT
admin or 3rd party integration retrieves a
relevant code from the locker system
software/database

Employee collects device from locker
using code, returning old device if
needed

Employee requests new device

IT engineer loads device into locker,
issuing PIN or QR code to employee

Employee collects device from locker
using PIN/QR code, returning old
device if needed



multiple uses in a variety of environments

assigning digital devices to new or existing employees

facilitating the short-term loans of laptops, tablets,

smartphones, accessories or other IT equipment

scheduling collection and swap-out of faulty devices

sending items or supplies across departments

BYOD / temporary storage of personal belongings

integration with existing management software packages 

Designed to withstand high-volume use with no dependency
on integration, iLockerz automates asset management
processes and enhances user experiences for:

Standalone solution,
versatile functionality
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Powerful web software,
seamless management

Level-up Options
Easily customisable, optional extras include in-
compartment charging and direct-to-user
email or SMS notifications. Plus, optional API
and readily available integrations via SIP2, with
ServiceNow, Active Directory and much more.

Contact an iLockerz sales representative to
discuss your requirements.

gain complete visibility, traceability and

accountability of all assets

set rules, alerts and to instantly generate reports

 arrange support proactively as needed

reduce in-person interactions to boost efficiency

iLockerz solutions are configured with back-end
web software, allowing authorised IT and admin
teams to:


